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BOTANICAL PHOTOGRAPHY TIPS
by Alice Jensen-Stanley
Learn your equipment

• use a DSLR camera with interchangeable lenses
(telephoto and macro) for the best results. This allows
you greater flexibility in changing the depth of field
and isolating your chosen subject from a cluttered/
distracting background. Beautiful “bokeh” (blurred
backgrounds) are achieved doing this. A telephoto lens
will help you crop your image to fill the frame and a
macro lens brings forth an incredible world of detail not
readily visible to our naked eyes.
• extension tubes can be used for macro photography
instead of a macro lens. They are mounted between
the camera body and the lens.
• ensure your camera battery is fully charged and bring a
spare battery.
• use a good sturdy tripod to prevent camera shake and
blurred images. It affords greater flexibility in changing
apertures (depth of field) and shutter speeds. A good
tripod will have a ball/socket and pan/tilt feature and
even a reverse mount so images can be taken at
ground level.
• a smaller “gorilla pod” or some twine works well to
stabilize your camera. Or you can use a bean bag,
camera bag or a folded coat to secure your camera.
Lie down and use your elbows like a tripod or brace
against a tree to sturdy your camera.
• use a remote shutter release or a wired remote trigger
you can plug into your camera for pin sharp images.
These will decrease camera shake instead of just
hitting the shutter button and missing the shot. You
can also use the delayed timer (ie. 3 seconds) on your
camera.

• bring lens paper to constantly clean your lens during
your shoot. You are outdoors and dust/pollen particles
and water can ruin your images. A small air blower
works to clean off your lens and blow off dirt from
flowers. Small tweezers can also be used to remove
dirt/pollen from petals.
• use a polarizing filter on your lens to avoid glare on
flowers/water when shooting in sunny locales. This filter
helps to increase colour saturation too.
• bring a spray bottle with a 50/50 combination of water
and glycerin to simulate dew on flowers. You can get
some great water refraction images doing this.
• use a small reflector to bounce light onto flowers which
are in the shade. A piece of white cardboard, light
coloured umbrella or a small mirror work well too and
can be used to block the wind.
• bring some clothes pegs, string or a plamp (plant
clamp) to temporarily hold back distracting branches
or other flowers to isolate your subject. Certain flowers
like columbines, foxgloves and hellebores which face
downwards and can be pegged upwards to capture
their beauty.
• bring a plastic bag to kneel/lie on or place your camera
on when the grass is wet. Great images can be made at
eye level or shooting upwards from the ground.
• you can shoot in the rain, but stand undercover and use
a zoom lens. Alternately use an umbrella or a rain hood
which encases your camera.
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When to shoot flowers

• avoid shooting on sunny days! Harsh shadows, washed
out colours and blown out highlights on petals/leaves
need to be avoided so details are not completely lost.
• clouds are your friend and help saturate colours and
your images will be 10 times nicer. Take photos all year
long and shoot for glorious fall colours, after some
rainfall or after snow has fallen. You can even use
an oscillating sprinkler in your yard to simulate rain
bouncing off some flowers. Foggy or drizzling days add
another element of interest/atmosphere to your photos.
Try shooting frost on leaves and leaf skeletons.
• shoot at the golden hours (early morning or just before
sunset). The sun’s light is warmer then and enhances
the blooms. Plan to shoot in the early morning to get
some dew on the flowers and enhance their beauty.
Bugs are just waking up and covered in dew and
are slow moving and easy to incorporate in your
photography.
• try to avoid shooting on windy days unless you want
to capture movement/blur in your photos. Wind is not
usually as strong in the mornings. On windy days you
can also try some ICM (intentional camera movement)
as you “pan” fields of tulips or try “zoom” photography.
These techniques involve the use of a slower shutter
speed while moving your camera vertically, horizontally
or moving your zoom lens in/out.
• shoot in the shade. This bolsters colour depth and
avoids sun glare and shadows across your subject.
Use a reflector (scrim) or anything white to bounce
added light onto your subject or address this in post
production (ie. photoshop).
• try to shoot pristine flowers that are not damaged
or have brown spots. This can also be addressed in
photoshop, but save some time and seek out healthy
specimens.
• shoot flowers in your backyard, city gardens, allotment
gardens, nurseries or buy a bouquet to shoot inside
your home near a window.

Composition

• simplify, simplify, simplify to increase the strength of
your image! A cluttered image is distracting and your
eye needs to rest on your chosen subject.
• photograph flowers in odd numbers (1, 3, 5 etc) for
added interest.
• move in as close as you can to fill the frame and avoid
unnecessary distractions or dead space. Or use a
telephoto lens and zoom in.
• pay attention to your backgrounds. Our eyes naturally
gravitate to the brightest spot on an image, so avoid
bright background subjects/highlights. Try to offset your
bloom with a differing colour background to enhance it.

• try to keep your background as separate as possible
from your main subject. Having an open space or
flowers/trees at a distance will isolate your subject
wonderfully by blurring the background.
• allow for some “breathing room” or space in the
direction your flowers are facing. Do not crop too tightly
or crop off some petals unless it is an intentional crop
when zooming into your subject.
• use the “rule of thirds” to compose your images and
place your main subject on any of the intersecting lines
like tic tac toe schemata. Placing your subject on the
vertical right line works well as we read left to right
and seems to be most people’s preference. (Only 12
countries in the world read right to left.) Circular flowers
can be placed in the middle and still look great.

• use leading lines to enhance your images. This can be
meandering garden paths, curved beds of flowers or
shooting flowers on a diagonal line.
• use “s” curves to accentuate some mystery in your
garden images. Find a curving path you might want to
follow in your frame to add interest and mystique.
• try shooting at different angles. Portrait mode (vertical)
is a natural with upward growing flowers and not used
too much. Landscape mode (horizontal) sets time and
place and incorporates the beauty of a garden scene.
Place your camera on the ground and shoot upwards
(using the camera’s self timer or remote control shutter
release). Shoot blooms at their level or use your macro
lens to show the beauty of the intimate details and
colours of a bloom.
• move your feet/ body position to get the best possible
shot with complimentary background colours, and to
avoid fewer background distractions (intersecting twigs,
leaves, people or signs).
• try to find complimentary colour schemes (red/green,
orange/blue or yellow/violet.) This will make your image
pop! Colours have different emotional impact and can
be warm, stimulating and dominant (reds/oranges) or
cooler, calmer and restful (blues/greens). What story do
you want your image to tell? You can even place sheets
of coloured cardboard or colourful scarves behind your
subject to camouflage distracting backgrounds.
• try framing your subject with nature using sweeping
tree branches/leaves, but always keep your focus on
your blooms.
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Camera techniques

• use “live view” on your camera to get the perfect
focus. Live view will deplete your batteries quickly, so
remember to bring a spare battery.
• turn off the camera’s auto focus and use “manual focus”
to isolate the exact spot you wish to isolate. Millimetres
count in macro photography!
• shoot in “raw format” on your camera instead of “jpeg”.
This allows you to get the most pixels to use in blowing
up your images with clarity and to work with in post
production (photoshop).
• shoot in “aperture mode” which allows you to change
how much of your subject will be in focus. Shooting
“wide open” and using a small numbered aperture (2.8
to 5.6) will create a blurry background and beautiful,
dreamy “bokeh”. This enhances your point of focus
tremendously! Using a larger numbered aperture (f
16) to shoot a broader garden vista will help keep
everything in focus.
• experiment with different f-stops or focal distances.
How much or what element of your flower captures
your interest? Is it the colour, pattern, texture or light on
the petals? Not everything must be in focus. Be artsy
and creative and focus solely on the stamens/anthers
of a lily or tulip or on the sensual curve of a calla lily’s
petal.
• Shoot in a flat plane to the flower’s orientation if you
wish everything to be in focus and sharp throughout.
• shoot through nearby flowers or hold up some grass
and focus on the flowers behind it. The grass in the
foreground will become blurry and your focus/eye will
gravitate to the sharp flowers.
• incorporate nature’s little critters into your shots
for added interest. Seek out some bees, ladybugs,
butterflies, dragonflies, birds, frogs, squirrels or the
dreaded snail! Hummingbirds love red, tubular flowers
and will hover while feeding so you have to shoot
quickly! Watch and wait!
• remember that your eye will always seek out
the sharpest part of your image. Dreamy, blurred
backgrounds (bokeh) help your subject become the
star and this can also be achieved via the use of a “lens
baby lens” or a Russian helios lens.
• try shooting macros and water droplet refraction. Focus
on droplets of water dripping from petals and catch the
inverted image of something in the background. Spider
webs with dew on them shine like dazzling diamonds
when light hits them.

• freeze some flowers in a shallow pan of water and
unmold. The water bubbles add another creative
element to the flowers.
• try shooting through droplets on your window or even
your car’s window on a dewy morning or through frost
on the window.
• shoot amazing abstracts using patterns on foliage, cacti
or even tree bark.
• hold up a lacy fern leaf to cast beautiful showers/patters
across your subject.
• shoot double exposures of a garden scene and a
person. This artistic effect can be done in-camera or in
post production.

Pay attention to the light

• don’t let the sun hit your lens as this will cause lens
flare and loss of details.
• shoot during the “ golden hours” of early mornings and
later in the day just before sunset. This will give your
images a softer, warmer glow.
• shoot flowers with the sun illuminating them from
behind. Most petals and leaves are transparent and
will glow and their delicate details will stand out. “Back
light” or “rim light” adds another dimension of appeal to
the petals/leaves and silhouettes are magical.
• don’t forget to turn around to see how the light hits the
garden differently. Don’t miss that opportune shot!
• avoid the use of flash unless it can be placed off
camera. Using natural light is always best.
• use a polarizer filter when shooting water lilies or water
reflections. The filter will increase your colour saturation
and bright highlights/glare will be minimal.
• why not shoot your flowers at night either outdoors
or indoors (darkened room)? Try “painting with light”
by slowly illuminating all parts of your flower with a
flashlight and the use of a slow shutter speed. The
background will remain dark, but the flower will become
the star.

Final thoughts

• There are many, many post production techniques to
employ to enhance your botanical images. Photoshop
is a workhorse and can be hours of countless fun and
experimentation. But that’s another lesson…
• Get inspired by the IGPOTY competition or
“International Garden Photographer of the Year”. This
is an annual competition showing incredible botanical
images from photographers around the world.
www.igpoty.com
• Read some great books on botanical photography from
the following renown authors: Clive Nichols,
Freeman Patterson, Tony Sweet, Sue Bishop or
Kathleen Clemons.

